
SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE REVIEW INTRODUCTION

It may be: â€¢ A stand-alone assignment. â€¢ An introduction to an essay, report, thesis , etc. â€¢ Part of
research/grant proposals. Scientific Literature Review.

Present the problem clearly. Wish to learn more about scientific misconduct? When your goals and structure
are defined, begin writing without forgetting your target at any moment. Therefore, considering your
experience as a researcher can help you understand how to write a scientific literature review. How To Write
A Good Scientific Literature Review Last updated Aug 20, 2 Nowadays, there is a huge demand for scientific
literature reviews as they are especially appreciated by scholars or researchers when designing their research
proposals. You no longer summarize the literature, but instead provide reasoning like an expert in the subject,
and this is crucial. Reviewing the literature requires the ability to juggle multiple tasks, from finding and
evaluating relevant material to synthesising information from various sources, from critical thinking to
paraphrasing, evaluating, and citation skills [7]. If you want to write a shorter review, pick a narrower topic.
Given such mountains of papers, scientists cannot be expected to examine in detail every single new paper
relevant to their interests [3]. For example, if you were reviewing the literature on obesity in children you
might say something like: There are a large number of studies of obesity trends in the general population. That
is why researchers who have spent their career working on a certain research issue are in a perfect position to
review that literature. A note on reviews Reviews are usually published by experts in the field. Did they
choose the best approach? Use referencing software â€” you are never going to get the article exactly right on
first draft. If there are already a few or several reviews of the literature on your issue, my advice is not to give
up, but to carry on with your own literature review,. Time to write Check some literature review examples to
decide how to start writing a good literature review. Is the author using an assumed theoretical framework
such as, for example, psychoanalytic or developmental? In this contribution, I share ten simple rules I learned
working on about 25 literature reviews as a PhD and postdoctoral student. I then think of myself as the reader
and write in a way that meets the curiosity I had. Writing a scientific literature review Writing a scientific
literature review Researcher to researcher tips How do you approach writing a scientific literature review?
Rather, the significance comes from the research literature, too, and is usually established in terms of practical,
clinical or research significance. For such summaries to be useful, however, they need to be compiled in a
professional way [5]. Conclusion summarise the important aspects of the existing body of literature; evaluate
the current state of the literature reviewed; identify significant flaws or gaps in existing knowledge; outline
areas for future study; link your research to existing knowledge. A review article might be considered as
lecture notes compiled into one big file â€” but at the same time, the author must never take the reader for
granted and needs to start with the basics, gradually unravelling the intricacies. The other questions still left
may be taken up in the Discussion section. This is not as complicated as it sounds. The chances are high that
someone will already have published a literature review Figure 1 , if not exactly on the issue you are planning
to tackle, at least on a related topic. Five pieces of advice here: keep track of the search items you use so that
your search can be replicated [10] , keep a list of papers whose pdfs you cannot access immediately so as to
retrieve them later with alternative strategies , use a paper management system e. In addition to choosing your
topic, you should also select a target audience. Follow is research here. Provide Significance The second step
to the introduction is to offer the first bit of persuasion to the reader: show the importance of the topic by
offering something of practical or research significance.


